
 

100 PROFITABLE NICHE IDEAS 

 

 

Below are 100 hand-picket niches that I have researched for you. I believe these niches could be very profitable for 

anyone willing to put the time and effort to build a high-quality site around.  

Honestly, you can earn money with any niche – this could be your hobbies or something you’re good at. So, you 

don’t have to strictly choose exactly below. You can use these exact ideas, or you can also use them to spark your 

own ideas. 

Some ideas below are very precise or specific. The best plan of action, when choosing a very specific niche, is going 

to start small and then expand to related niches. Just remember to choose a domain name that allows you some 

wiggle room for topics.  

On the other hand, some of the ideas in here are general markets that I believe could be profitable. It’s always good 

to start with asking yourself, “How can I target a more specific audience”. You may want to choose something like 

“lose weight” industry, because you have a great story to share. However, this niche belongs to a very competitive 

market to jump into.  

Choosing Your Niche 

Before you choose a niche for your site, it’s always best to start with a niche you are interested with. Choosing a 

niche solely because you think it will sell well is a recipe for failure. This is because you will be working about this 

topic by writing about it so often. You don’t honestly have to be an expert, but you need to be interested with the 

topic itself, so you will not get burned out and quit.  

We aren’t always going to be able to match our passions to a profitable business, but you are a beginner, the most 

important this is that you pic a topic you want to work on and WANT to build. Learning how to build your first 

affiliate marketing website comes with many challenges – make it easier on yourself by picking something you care 

to research, write about, promote, and share.  

If you have any questions, want to double check your niche idea, or would like to bounce some ideas around with 

me, don’t hesitate to send me a message on WA.  

 



 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 

 

I hope this guide will help you to choose your own niche and build a profitable online business. Good luck with your 

journey to financial freedom.  

 

 

 


